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Free PSN Codes - Get Free PSN Codes

Get Free PSN Codes all sent to your email 100% Free!

Aug. 15, 2009 - PRLog -- If you're a PS3 gamer who hates having to pay for PS3, I know how you feel. I
bet you are tired spending so much money on a membership as I am, but luckily I found a way you can
actually get Free PSN Codes without having to pay Sony a single penny. It's simple and doesn't take up
much time. All you have to do is sign up and you can get your Free PSN Codes just by completing a few
surveys. Once you've completed enough surveys, you can redeem for various prizes which includes Free
PSN Codes and many more prizes. You can either request to have a PSN card sent to your house or simply
the code for your Free PSN Cards  in your email. That's all you have to do and by far this is the best way to
get Free PSN Cards. Best thing is, it doesn't cost you a penny! Yes, not a penny!

 * Sign Up! - Your first step is to sign up to the offer site. You can sign up here:

http://www.points2shop.com/index.php?ref=uin1243449381

Make sure to put your real information so they know where to send prizes to even if it's a code that goes to
your email. After you've signed up, be sure to verify your confirmation email to receive your sign-up
bonus!

 * Earn Points! - Now you are ready to start earning points. Points are earned by completing surveys,
playing games, referring new members, and more. Surveys are probably the best way to earn for most
members, however you can do referrals if you are a social networker.

 * Get Prizes! - Once you've earned some points, you can redeem those points you got and get your Free
PSN Codes! It doesn't have to be gaming-related at all and you can get anything you want off Amazon if
you have enough points. Once you get your prizes, you'll know that this site works and people can really
get Free PSN Codes!

Now that you've learned how you can get Free PSN Codes, be sure to sign up! Remember, signing up it
100% Free!

# # #

Free PSN Codes and Cards all sent to your email 100% Free! Do surveys and offers as well as play games
and get referrals.
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